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Abstract

There has been considerable interest in transforming unstructured social tagging

data into structured knowledge for semantic-based retrieval and recommenda-

tion. Research in this line mostly exploits data co-occurrence and often overlook-

s the complex and ambiguous meanings of tags. Furthermore, there have been

few comprehensive evaluation studies regarding the quality of the discovered

knowledge. We propose a supervised learning method to discover subsumption

relations from tags. The key to this method is quantifying the probabilistic asso-

ciation among tags to better characterise their relations. We further develop an

algorithm to organise tags into hierarchies based on the learned relations. Ex-

periments were conducted using a large, publicly available dataset, Bibsonomy,

and three popular, human-engineered or data-driven knowledge bases: DBpedi-

a, Microsoft Concept Graph, and ACM Computing Classification System. We

performed a comprehensive evaluation using different strategies: relation-level,

ontology-level, and knowledge base enrichment based evaluation. The results

clearly show that the proposed method can extract knowledge of better quali-

ty than the existing methods against the gold standard knowledge bases. The

proposed approach can also enrich knowledge bases with new subsumption re-

lations, having the potential to significantly reduce time and human effort for

knowledge base maintenance and ontology evolution.
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1. Introduction

Social tagging has been a popular functionality offered by most social media

platforms, allowing users to provide “key words” or tags to describe resources

of interest. Over the years, these accumulated tags form “folksonomies” (a

portmanteau of “folk” and “taxonomies”) [46], which are perceived as valuable5

metadata to supplement controlled vocabularies for resource organisation [50],

information retrieval and recommendation [27, 38]. Unfortunately, many such

folksonomies have gradually developed into dormant collections of unstructured,

noisy and ambiguous “keywords” with little usefulness [38].

There has been a consensus in the research communities that social data,10

including tagging data, can be used to harvest “collective intelligence”. Previous

research has shown that tagging data can be used to capture emergent semantics

for ontology learning and be transformed into structured knowledge, such as

concept hierarchies or lightweight ontologies [21, 36]. Nevertheless, the task of

discovering quality knowledge is challenging due to the complex and ambiguous15

meanings of tags. Tagging data is also sparse and contains little contextual

information, making the task very different from mining relations from text

documents.

Many existing methods infer tag relations by exploiting the co-occurrence

information as reviewed in [17, 21], for example, through a heuristic based set in-20

clusion measure [35, 36] or graph centrality [26] in a tag-tag network. However,

they simply ignore the meanings of tags, and it is difficult to formally interpret

the meanings of the inferred relations. Some methods make use of lexical in-

formation and define tag relations by matching to external resources [3]. An

obvious limitation is that they cannot handle tags not covered by the external25

resources. Moreover, it is possible that tags are sometimes not matched to the

right senses [11]. Another class of method employs machine learning techniques,
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especially supervised learning, to predict relations. Research in this line also

leverages co-occurrence features [40] and usually relies on specific contents from

the tagged resources [49].30

This work aims to address the two major issues in the existing research:

first, inference is primarily done through analysis of the tag co-occurrence and

largely overlooks the complex meanings of tags, which often leads to low predic-

tion accuracy; second, existing evaluation studies regarding the quality of the

knowledge discovered from large-scale datasets are not adequate, e.g., the study35

in [42] did not formally evaluate the enriched knowledge. Our study focuses on

learning from academic social tagging data, i.e., tagging data for academic pub-

lications and resources. The task is more challenging than learning in general

domains as the academic domain contains sparser data [18, 26]. We extend our

previous work on learning relations from social tags only at the relation-level40

[14], to more comprehensive domains with three knowledge bases, and propose

methods for hierarchy generation and knowledge enrichment. The main differ-

ence from the existing research based on supervised learning is the quantification

of probabilistic associations among tags in order to help the supervised models

better predict their relations. It is assumed that a tag in a taxonomy is po-45

tentially ambiguous and might have complex meanings. A probabilistic based

framework is a natural choice for representing the meanings of a tag. The fea-

tures are inferred according to the cognitive process towards interpreting the

meaning of tags. The contributions of the research include:

• A supervised framework for relation learning from social academic data,50

extending previous work in [14]. A tag is viewed as a complex entity

that potentially has different meanings under different contexts or subject

areas. We resort to techniques for probabilistic topic modelling to rep-

resent a tag as a distribution of latent topics. With this representation,

we perform probabilistic association analysis to extract a set of domain55

independent features to predict subsumption relations. The features are

extracted according to three assumptions (topic similarity, topic distribu-
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tion, and probabilistic association) based on our understanding towards

the tags.

• A hierarchy generation algorithm on top of the relation learning model to60

produce hierarchies with a predefined concept. Evaluation shows that it

is particularly useful in enriching knowledge bases (KBs).

• A comprehensive evaluation using the large, publicly available Bibson-

omy dataset, and three knowledge bases, DBpedia, Microsoft Concept

Graph, and the ACM Computing Classification System; and three eval-65

uation strategies: relation-level evaluation, ontology-level evaluation, and

knowledge base enrichment based evaluation. To our best knowledge, this

is one of the largest and most systematic evaluation studies for relation

learning from academic social data (cf. [42]); this is also the first study

focusing on enriching large-scale KBs. The proposed method outperforms70

the state of the art in terms of F1 score and taxonomic similarity mea-

sures when evaluated against gold standard KBs, and is further validated

through human evaluation of the KB enrichment.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We first discuss the related

work on learning subsumption relations and KB enrichment from social tagging75

data in Section 2. Then, we provide an overview of the supervised learning

framework in Section 3 and present the Data Representation module in Section

3.2 and the Feature Generation module in Section 4. In Section 5, the hierarchy

generation algorithm in the Knowledge Enrichment module is explained. In

Section 6, we describe the experimental setting and results according to the80

three adopted evaluation strategies. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and

discusses the future studies.

2. Related work

Tags are used by online users to annotate resources based on their own

understanding [46]. The resulting folksonomies contain many emerging terms85
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that can potentially complement the controlled vocabularies [31, 33] and can

thus support resource classification [50] and retrieval [27, 38]. However, tags

have a flat structure without relations among them, which limits their usefulness

in effective searching, navigation and recommendation. There have been many

studies considering folksonomies as important sources for mining “collective90

intelligence” and deriving structured knowledge [17, 21].

2.1. Knowledge discovery from social tagging data

Existing methods for extracting knowledge from social tagging data can be

broadly categorised into four classes: heuristic-based, semantic grounding to

external resources, unsupervised learning and supervised learning.95

Heuristic based methods mostly make use of heuristics to infer relations

with respect to pre-defined rules. A common heuristic is the generality measure

based on set inclusion. The work in [36] detected subsumption relations between

tags using the inclusion of user sets, within a dataset crawled from the general

domain social tagging system Delicious1. The study in [35] further defined a100

metric called inclusion degree and generalisation degree and automatically gen-

erates hierarchies using graph-pruning algorithms. Graph centrality is another

well-known heuristic in the literature [6, 26]. The research in [26] induced a tax-

onomy using a greedy search algorithm with the degree centrality of tag nodes

in a tag similarity graph. The study in [6] extended this approach with sense105

disambiguation and applied betweenness centrality on a tag-tag co-occurrence

network. The work in [42] evaluated both methods proposed in [6, 26] and vali-

dated the usefulness of graph centrality in creating taxonomies from tags. This

class of methods heavily relies on co-occurrence information and may not de-

rive accurate subsumption relations [21]. The co-occurrence based heuristics are110

sensitive to data sparsity; with the graph-centrality measure, it is more difficult

to generate a hierarchy from academic social tagging data such as CiteULike2

1https://del.icio.us
2http://www.citeulike.org/
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than from the general domains like Delicious, as the data in the former has lower

density and overlap [26]. This problem has also been statistically analysed in

[18]. Thus for the sparse academic social tagging data, which is the focus of this115

study, the co-occurrence-based heuristics are unsuitable.

Semantic grounding to external resources based methods attempt to

match tags to entities in external KBs in order to find semantic relations. The

work in [13] mapped social tags to concepts in WordNet to extract relations.

However, WordNet is a relatively static resource and only less than half (48.7%)120

of the tags could be directly matched according to the study in [3]. The work

in [22] used DBpedia and its interconnected datasets in the Linked Open Data

Cloud to ground tags and populate an ontology. In general, it is however difficult

to choose the concept with the right sense matched to a tag due to the lack

of tagging context. This is because that users’ collective tagging process is125

very different from that of lexicographers or domain experts. This tag sense

disambiguation problem has been discussed in [3, 13, 22]. Even if a tag can

be lexically matched to a concept in external resources, it is uncertain that

their intended meanings coincide with each other [11]. A potential solution for

tag sense disambiguation is to use intelligent tools and contextual sources for130

semantic grounding, for example, the work in [1] utilises Google search and

Wikipedia articles to disambiguate and establish tag-tag relations.

Unsupervised learning based methods mostly use various clustering or

dimensionality reduction techniques. The research in [48] proposed a hierarchi-

cal clustering model based on Deterministic Annealing to generate subsumption135

structures from tagging data using Delicious and Flickr3. However, the model

could not clearly discriminate subsumption, related and equivalent relation-

s. Another clustering based method using k-means [42] showed that it did not

perform better than the graph-based methods [6, 26]. Other unsupervised meth-

ods attempt to find low dimensional representations of data items to discover140

semantic patterns. A Probabilistic Topic Model [7], such as Latent Dirichlet Al-

3https://www.flickr.com/
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location (LDA) [8], is a type of generative model used to discover themes from

a large collection of documents. The study reported in [30] proposed a hybrid

approach utilising graph-based heuristics with contextual information inferred,

using LDA, from web corpus to learn domain ontologies from tags. The study145

in [47] applied LDA to a collection of abstracts of scientific publications and

represented concepts through a “fold-in” process. It proposed a metric, Infor-

mation Theory Principle for Concept Relationship, to determine subsumption

relations based on the asymmetric difference of the Kullback-Leibler Divergence

of topic distributions. The work in [45] also defined similar metrics using a Tag-150

Topic model. A common issue of these methods is whether using the divergence

measure is precise enough to determine relations for tagging data.

Supervised learning based methods have also been proposed. The study

reported in [49] used a binary classifier to generate a taxonomy from Stack

Overflow4 tags. Both co-occurrence features and topic-based features were con-155

sidered; it also made use of textual information of resources, which is often

unavailable in other types of social tagging data. However, the features may

not be fine-grained enough to represent the topic information in social tags.

Work reported in [40] combined several popular co-occurrence based feature ex-

traction mechanisms to develop a binary classifier. The mechanisms considered160

included support and confidence [41], cosine similarity, set inclusion and gener-

alisation degree [35], mutual overlapping [9] and graph-based taxonomy search

adapted from [26]. It is reported that combining these heuristics in a classifier

significantly increased the F1 Score in relation-level evaluation. However, the

method has the same drawbacks as other co-occurrence based methods in that165

it does not take into consideration the complex meanings of tags and suffers

from the data sparsity problem.

4https://stackoverflow.com/
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2.2. Knowledge base enrichment from folksonomies

While many studies used KBs or ontologies to enrich folksonomies [4, 22],

less research has explored the opposite case, using folksonomies to enrich KBs.170

However, it is generally agreed that folksonomies represent users’ terminologies

and can be extracted to enrich KBs. This has been validated through compari-

son studies between folksonomies and controlled vocabularies. The work in [31]

compared the academic tags in CiteULike with Medical Subject Headings and

shows they have a highly distinct lexicon and viewpoints. The study from [33]175

compared the Librarything tags with the Library of Congress Subject Headings

and shows little overlap between ordinary users’ and experts’ vocabularies.

The work in [2] proposed the idea of “Folksonomised Ontology”, which is a

fused terminological ontology based on folksonomies and existing KBs. It sug-

gests the so-called “3E” techniques (Extraction, Enrichment, Evolution): (1)180

preprocessing the social tagging data to obtain a cleaned tag set (Extraction);

(2) matching the tag concepts to KBs (Enrichment); and (3) using tag-tag rela-

tions to enrich relations in existing KBs (Evolution). Co-occurrence information

was primarily used to discover the relations between tags. The enrichment and

evolution processes require much human intervention with visualisation tech-185

niques. A similar work presented in [20] focused on designing a visual interface

for manual editing and used a similarity measure to suggest new concepts and

their relations for KB enrichment in an e-learning environment. Our study

explores tagging data in the academic domain, and aims at designing a more

effective method to predict new, direct and precise subsumption relations to190

enrich widely used KBs, with minimum human intervention.

3. Supervised relation learning from social tagging data

Learning relations from tag pairs is formulated as a supervised learning prob-

lem. Before presenting the learning framework, we first introduce some formal

definitions and notations used in this study.195
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Formally, folksonomies can be described as a collection of tuples, F :=

〈U, T,R, Y 〉, where U , T and R are finite sets representing users, tags and re-

sources, respectively; Y is a ternary relation among them, Y ⊆ U × T ×R [27].

As folksonomies are noisy, they need to be cleaned and variants of tags need to

be identified. A cleaned folksonomy is denoted as Fclean := 〈U,C,R, Y 〉, where200

the orignial T is transformed to a new finite set C representing tag concepts.

Each element in C is a group of tags considered to be equivalent. The task is to

learn subsumption relations from the cleaned folksonomies and finally transform

these to structured knowledge, Fstr := 〈U,C,R, Y,≺〉, where ≺ represents the

set of learned subsumption relations, ≺ ⊆ C × C.205

As a simple example, suppose that the raw folksonomy F contains four

tuples regarding two users (u1 and u2) and two resources (r1 and r2), F =

{<u1,semanticweb,r1>, <u1,socialsoftware,r1>, <u2,ontologies,r2>, <u2,semantic-

web,r2>}. To create Fclean, the tag variants ‘semanticweb’ and ‘semantic-

web’ will be unified to a standard form of ‘Semantic Web’, and ‘socialsoftware’210

to ‘Social Software’. To form Fstr, the subsumption relation <ontology →

Semantic Web> should be specified.

The subsumption relation learning process can be formalised as a binary

classification problem. Let X be the set of instances or triples in the input space

and Y = {0, 1} be the set of positive and negative labels for the instances. Each215

instance is represented as a vector, ~xi = (f1(Ca, Cb, Cr), ..., fm(Ca, Cb, Cr)),

(Ca 6= Cb), where Ca and Cb are two concepts whose relation is to be determined.

Cr denotes the context of the instance. Cr can be either the direct or indirect

parent concept of Cb. The identifiers f1 to fm represent a set of different feature

extraction functions based on probabilistic topic analysis. The objective is to220

learn a function h : X → Y to predict the subsumption relations between tags.

3.1. Overview of the method

Figure 1 provides an overview of the proposed learning framework, which

consists of five blocks: (1) Data Cleaning: transforming F to Fclean by unify-

ing tag variants and removing infrequent tags; (2) Data Representation: using225
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Figure 1: Architecture of the system to learn relations from social tagging data

Probabilistic Topic Models to represent each tag concept as a distribution of

latent topics in a lower dimensional semantic space; (3) Feature Generation:

generating features based on the probabilistic representation for tags and differ-

ent functions for calculating topic similarity, topic distribution and probabilistic

association; (4) Classification and Testing: automatic creation of training and230

testing data through semantic grounding to external KBs, followed by training

and testing of the classification models; and (5) Knowledge Enrichment: using

a hierarchy generation algorithm to transform Fclean to Fstr. At the end, the

results are presented to human domain experts for verification.

It should be noted, that input to the Feature Generation block contains235

triples of tag concepts. Given the context tag concept Cr, the tag concept Ca,

is a direct hyponym (narrower concept) of Cb if a subsumption relation can be

established between them; in other words, Cb is a direct hypernym (broader

concept) of Ca. Further notation used throughout the rest of the paper is listed

in Table 1.240

3.2. Data representation

Social tagging data, if projected along the resource and tag dimensions, have

very high dimensionality and are extremely sparse. To address the sparsity

problem as well as the ambiguity of meaning in tags, it is necessary to reduce

the dimensionality of the tagging data. Each resource, r ∈ R in Fclean, is245

initially represented as “bag of tags”, analogous to the “bag of words” model in

10



Table 1: Notations

Notation Description

C Vocabulary of tag concepts

Ca A tag concept a

z The set of all hidden topics

|z| Number of hidden topics

zsiga The set of all significant topics for the concept Ca

|zsiga | Number of significant topics for the concept Ca

z A hidden topic

N Number of occurrence of all tag concepts

Nz Number of occurrence of all tag concepts assigned to topic z

v(Ca) The topic distribution vector of tag concept a

Ra,b Common parent tag concept of Ca and Cb

Information Retrieval. We wish to infer a low dimensional topic structure from

the large collection of resources and tags. With Latent Dirichlet Allocation [8],

approximated by Gibbs sampling [24], we can obtain the topic assignment for

each tag in all the resources, and consequently, two probabilistic distributions;250

the tag-topic distribution p(C|z) which represents a latent topic in terms of

distributions of tags; and the topic-resource distribution p(z|R) which represents

a resource as a distribution of latent topics.

However, the entities of interest in our work are tags and we need to represent

a tag concept in terms of the distribution of latent topics. This can be calculated255

by using the Bayes’ rule with p(C|z) and p(z) as shown in Equation 1. The

prior probability p(z) has been always assumed as a uniform distribution in

the literature [23, 25]. However, this often does not hold in real-world data.

Therefore, we propose to use a non-uniform prior probability p(z), computed

as the ratio of the number of times that a particular topic z is assigned to any260

tokens in the Gibbs Sampling process, Nz, to the number of tokens in the whole

resource collection, N , as shown in Equation 2. Finally, each tag concept can
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be represented as a |z|-dimensional vector; the sum of the entries (probabilities)

in the vector equal to 1 (see Equation 3, where v(C) is the representation of a

tag concept in terms of probabilistic distributions of latent topics).265

p(z|Ca) ∝ p(Ca|z) ∗ p(z) (1)

p(z) =
Nz
N

(2)

v(Ca) = {p(zi|Ca)}|z|i=1 (3)

It was noted earlier that a tag concept is assumed to be potentially ambigu-

ous and might have complex meanings. The proposed representation intuitively

captures the different meanings of a tag concept implied by the latent topics.

Since a tag concept is usually only related to several topics, we introduce the

notion of a significant topic set, zsiga , which includes the latent topics whose270

value is above p, for tag concept Ca (see Equation 4). We set |z| as 1000 based

on model perplexity (see Section 6.1.2) and p as 0.1 in this study5.

zsiga = {z | z ∈ z and p(z|Ca) > p} (4)

4. Feature Generation with probabilistic association analysis

This section presents the feature generation process used to quantify the

degree that a concept is a hyponym of another given a context concept; and275

is based on the approach presented in [14]. The generated features form the

input to the Classification and Testing module in the experiments presented in

Section 6.3. We tested the usefulness of single rules for identifying subsumption

relations in the literature [15] and found that the results were not satisfactory.

5The value of p (= 0.1) is set empirically according to the distribution of p(z|Ca) and the

number of topics |z|. For |z| = 1000, the average p(z|Ca) is 0.001, a very high p might produce

no significant topics, while a very low p might include many irrelevant topics.
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We believe that subsumption relations can be better established if we model the280

way humans understand and interpret the meaning of tags. Three assumptions

are proposed based on how humans determine subsumption relations. For two

tag concepts Ca and Cb to have a subsumption relation:

Assumption 1. Topic similarity - they must be similar to each other to some

extent.285

The topic similarity (or dissimilarity) is calculated in the low dimensional

semantic space.

Assumption 2. Topic distribution - they should have topic distributions satis-

fying conditions on both topic coverage and focus.

Intuitively, a hypernym and its hyponym should have overlapping topics. In290

terms of topic coverage, a hypernym should have a distribution spanning over

more significant topics or dimensions than the hyponym. In terms of focus, the

hyponym tends to have a high probability on one, or a few, of the significant

topics covered by the hypernym.

Assumption 3. Probabilistic association - they should have a strong association295

to each other.

Probabilistic association has its root in cognitive science and psychology

[23, 25, 37]. It measures the degree of association between two concepts within

a given context (e.g., parent of both concepts). In other words, it measures

how likely that one is able to associate one concept given another and some300

background information. In our work, we quantify this likelihood using the

conditional and joint probabilities of two tag concepts.

Based on the above assumptions, we generate three corresponding categories

of features that together characterise the degree of subsumption between pairs

of tag concepts, as shown in Table 2 below.305

4.1. Topic similarity based features

Assumption 1 is translated into several topic based similarity and dissimi-

larity features. We use the Cosine similarity, Kullback-Leibler Divergence and

13



Table 2: Feature sets corresponding to the three assumptions

Features Description

Topic Similarity Based Features

Cos sim Cosine similarity of two topic distribution vectors

KL Div1 Kullback-Leibler Divergence from Ca to Cb

KL Div2 Kullback-Leibler Divergence from Cb to Ca

Gen Jaccard Generalised Jaccard Index of two topic distribution vectors

Topic Distribution Based Features

overlapping Number of overlapping significant topics

diff num sig Difference of the number of significant topics

diff max Difference of the maximum elements in two tag vectors

diff aver sig Difference of the average probability of significant topics

Probabilistic Association Features

p(Ca|Cb) Probabilistic association of Ca given Cb

p(Cb|Ca) Probabilistic association of Cb given Ca

p(Ca|Cb, Ra,b) Local probabilistic association of Ca given Cb and Ra,b

p(Cb|Ca, Ra,b) Local probabilistic association of Cb given Ca and Ra,b

p(Ca, Cb) Joint probabilistic association of Ca and Cb

p(Ca, Cb|Ra,b) Local joint probabilistic association of Ca and Cb given Ra,b

Generalised Jaccard Index.

Cosine similarity, denoted as Cos sim, is one of the most common similarity310

measures used in Information Retrieval and Natural Language Processing. It

is computed using the topic distribution vectors of two tag concepts. We use

the Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence as defined in [47] to measure how far two

tag concepts (or probability distributions) diverge. It can be interpreted as the

amount of “surprise” arising from the difference between the true distribution315

and its approximation [47]. As it is an asymmetric measure, we generate two

features, KL Div1 and KL Div2. The generalised Jaccard index, Gen Jaccard,

is based on the intersection and union of topic sets, taking into consideration

14



the magnitude of probability distributions.

4.2. Topic distribution based features320

Assumption 2 is translated into the following features as shown in the second

part of Table 2.

4.2.1. Number of overlapping significant topics

Having overlapping significant topics is a simple while important indication

of a subsumption relation. It is denoted as overlapping in the equation below,325

where zsig
a and zsig

b can be obtained from Equation 4.

overlapping(Ca, Cb) = |zsig
a ∩ zsig

b | (5)

4.2.2. Difference of the number of significant topics

The number of significant topics is an indicator of how broad a tag concept

is in terms of meanings. It is natural that general concepts tend to have more

significant topics than specific ones. The difference of the number of significant330

topics between Ca and Cb is also used as a feature and is denoted as diff num sig.

diff num sig(Ca, Cb) = |zsiga | − |z
sig
b | (6)

4.2.3. Difference of maximum probability in topic distributions

The difference of the maximum probabilities given the two topic distribu-

tions is defined in Equation 7. This feature works jointly with overlapping and

the topic similarity based features: If Ca and Cb are similar and share some335

overlapping topics, a positive value of this feature, diff max(Ca, Cb), may imply

that Ca is more specific than Cb. The intuition is that the maximum probabil-

ity of a hyponym on a topic should be higher than that of the hypernym. We

denote this feature as diff max in the equation below, where max(v(C)) returns

the maximum entry in the probability distribution.340

diff max(Ca, Cb) = max(v(Ca))−max(v(Cb)) (7)
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4.2.4. Difference of the average probability of significant topics

The feature diff max only captures the difference of maximum probabilities

and is not enough for concepts which have multiple significant topics. We add

another feature, the difference of the average probability of significant topics be-

tween Ca and Cb. It is calculated using Equation 8 and denoted as diff aver sig.345

diff aver sig(Ca, Cb) = Aver(zsiga )−Aver(zsigb )

=

∑
(zsiga )

|zsiga |
−

∑
(zsigb )

|zsigb |

(8)

If |zsiga | or |zsigb | is zero, we set its corresponding average probability Aver(zsiga )

or Aver(zsigb ) as zero.

4.3. Probabilistic association based features

The idea of probabilistic association among words is firstly proposed in [23,

25] and has its root in cognitive psychology [37]. It is believed that, in human350

memory, words have pre-existing associative structures constantly created from

experiences [37]. With a probabilistic generative model, we can extract the gist

of words and predict other associated ones based on bayesian inference [25]. We

extend this idea and define new methods to quantify probabilistic associations

among social tags under a given context.355

The associative relations between words can be computed as a conditional

probability of a response word given a cue word, marginalising over the hidden

topics. While the conditional probability measures how likely one tag concept

can be generated given another, the joint probability measures how likely two

tag concepts can be generated together. In addition, we introduce a third tag as360

the context for the computation, which can be the root concept of the domain or

sub-domain under consideration, or the direct parent concept of the “hypernym”

of the tag pair. This allows us to learn a concept hierarchy from top to bottom

(see Section 5). As these features are extracted with a local context, they are

referred to as local probabilistic associations. The six features in this category365

are summarised in the third part of Table 2 and described below.
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4.3.1. Probabilistic association

The probabilistic association between two tag concepts is defined as a condi-

tional probability of one tag concept given another. The association is asymmet-

ric and analogous to how we cognitively associate words [25]. The conditional370

probability p(Ca|Cb) and p(Cb|Ca) are computed by marginalising the inferred

topics as shown in Equation 9.

p(Ca|Cb) =
∑
z∈z

p(Ca|z, Cb)p(z|Cb)

=
∑
z∈z

p(Ca|z)p(z|Cb)
(9)

The p(Ca|z) can be obtained from the LDA analysis, and p(z|Cb) can be

obtained using Equation 1. We adopt the assumption made in [25] that Ca and

Cb are conditionally independent given the latent topic z. Similarly, we can375

compute p(Cb|Ca).

4.3.2. Local probabilistic association

When constructing a hierarchy using a top down approach, a potential sub-

sumption relation between two tag concepts should be considered with respect

to their common parent. The parent tag concept represents the local context380

under consideration, which would facilitate disambiguating the meanings of the

two tag concepts. To capture this idea, we propose the concept of local proba-

bilistic association, which is computed conditioned on a context tag Ra,b. It is

asymmetric and we define two feature extraction functions, p(Ca|Cb, Ra,b) and
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p(Cb|Ca, Ra,b), as shown in Equation 10.385

p(Ca|Cb, Ra,b) =
∑
z∈z

p(Ca|z, Cb, Ra,b)p(z|Cb, Ra,b)

=
∑
z∈z

p(Ca|z)p(z|Cb, Ra,b)

=
∑
z∈z

p(Ca|z) ·
p(Cb, Ra,b|z)p(z)
p(Cb, Ra,b)

=
∑
z∈z

p(Ca|z)p(Cb|z)p(Ra,b|z)p(z)
p(Cb, Ra,b)

(10)

Here we extend the assumption in [25] and assume that Ca, Cb and Ra,b are

conditionally independent given the latent topic z. The p(Ca|z), p(Cb|z), and

p(Ra,b|z) can be obtained from the LDA analysis; p(z) is computed by using

Equation 2 and p(Cb, Ra,b) is computed by using Equation 11 (see Section 4.3.3).

4.3.3. Joint probabilistic association390

Tag concepts that have a direct subsumption relation fall into similar areas

and should have a high likelihood of being jointly generated. Therefore, we de-

fine the joint probabilistic association, p(Ca, Cb). It is symmetric and computed

by using Equation 11, where p(Ca|Cb) can be obtained using Equation 9.

p(Ca, Cb) = p(Ca|Cb)p(Cb)

= p(Ca|Cb)
∑
z∈z

p(Cb|z)p(z)
(11)

4.3.4. Local joint probabilistic association395

Similar to local probabilistic association, the local joint probabilistic associ-

ation is further conditioned using a context tag Ra,b. It measures the likelihood

of two tags being jointly generated with a particular context. It is also symmet-

ric, denoted as p(Ca, Cb|Ra,b), where the p(Ca|Cb, Ra,b) and p(Cb|Ra,b) can be
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computed using Equations 9 and 10, respectively.400

p(Ca, Cb|Ra,b) = p(Ca|Cb, Ra,b)p(Cb|Ra,b)

=
∑
z∈z

p(Ca|z, Cb, Ra,b)p(z|Cb, Ra,b)p(Cb|Ra,b)

=
∑
z∈z

p(Ca|z) ·
p(Cb, Ra,b|z)p(z)
p(Cb, Ra,b)

· p(Cb|Ra,b)

(12)

Once the three groups of features (14 features in total) are defined (see

Table 2 for a summary), in the Classification and Testing module, we generate

positive and negative instances, through tag grounding and instance labelling

as described in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. Each instance is represented as a 14-

dimensional feature vector. We create training, validation and testing datasets405

and feed the data into a classifier, which aims at learning a decision boundary

in the feature space for binary prediction, i.e. whether the subsumption relation

holds between a new ordered pair of tag concepts given a context tag concept.

The selection of a classifier is independent from our approach. We will test and

evaluate several mainstream of-the-shelf classifiers in Section 6.3.410

5. Hierarchy generation algorithm

A hierarchy can be generated with an algorithm that organises tag concepts

with valid subsumption relations from top to bottom, in an iterative manner.

The algorithm starts with a specified “root” concept (a specific concept in a

KB, which is designated by the users) and learns the layer below it. Then it415

learns the next layer from the current layer, and so on. The learned hierarchy

is a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG), where the nodes are tag concepts and edges

represent subsumption relations among them.

A key step in this algorithm is to select candidate hyponyms for a concept

under consideration and then pass them to the trained classifiers for prediction.420

To enhance the consistency of the hierarchy generation, during the candidate

hyponym selection, the algorithm makes use of the context of a concept, which
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is defined as the direct hypernym of that concept if available, otherwise, it is de-

fined as the specified root concept. The candidate hyponyms of a concept should

be associated to the concept, the root, as well as the context. The candidate425

selection condition is therefore calculated by using the global and local proba-

bilistic association, according to Equations 9 and 10. Let cand be a candidate

hyponym, root be the user-specified root concept, concept be the concept un-

der consideration for which the candidate hyponyms are to be selected, context

be the direct hypernym of concept, and TH be a pre-defined threshold. If the430

following two conditions are met then cand is chosen as a candidate hyponym

of concept : (1) p(cand|root) > TH, this means that all candidates should be

associated to the specified root; and (2) p(cand|concept, context) > TH, this

means that all candidates should be associated to the concept under consider-

ation given the context6. The two probabilities can be calculated based on the435

Equations 9 and 10, respectively.

The notations used in Algorithm 1 are explained as follows.

• Glayer represents a layer in the learned hierarchy; it is initialised as the

root layer.

• H is the hierarchy to be generated; it is initialised as ∅.440

• h(xi,Θ) is the classification function to predict if a subsumption relation

holds between two tag concepts (see Section 6.3). Θ represents the learned

weights in training the classifier; xi = f(Ii) is an instance which is repre-

sented as a vector of the extracted features; and f represents the feature

extraction function defined in Section 4.445

• L is the list of associated tag concepts to the user specified root, i.e.,

L ← {cand | p(cand|root) > TH}. All the candidate hyponyms will be

selected from this list.

6TH is empirically set within [ 1
|C| ,

10
|C| ] for both conditions, where |C| is the number of tag

concepts. This is to ensure that TH is higher than the average probability while retaining a

considerable number of candidates.
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When selecting the candidate hyponyms for the root, as context is not avail-

able, only the condition (1) is used (see line 2 in Algorithm 1). From line 4 to450

line 13, the algorithm learns the layer below the root. If the layer is not the root

layer, then there are possibly multiple concepts on that layer. From line 15 to

line 26, for each of the concepts, the algorithm selects a number of candidates

from the list L. Then the pairs of each of the candidates and the concept under

consideration are passed to the classification function h for prediction. If a sub-455

sumption relation can be established, then the pair is added into the temporary

layer G′
next. The layer may need to be pruned and then added into the hierarchy

H (lines 27-29, detail of the pruning process is presented in Algorithm 2). Then

the algorithm learns the next layers with recursive calls (lines 30-31).

To create a hierarchy as a Direct Acyclic Graph, it is necessary to prune460

edges to ensure that each node (except the root) has only one hypernym. Algo-

rithm 2 prunes a weighted directed graph with possible cycles. The input is an

intermediate layer, G′
next, in Algorithm 1 and the output is Gnext. The idea is

to select the hypernym with the highest confidence score from the classification.

In line 2, the algorithm first sorts the edges by their weights (i.e., classification465

scores) in descending order. In lines 3-8, for each edge Ei, it retrieves the hy-

ponym hypo, which is then inserted if there is no parent for hypo in the Gnext

layer (function hasParent(hypo, Gnext) returns a boolean value).

The time-complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(d ·(l ·m ·c+m′ logm′+m′)), where

l is the number of possible candidate hyponyms; m and m′ are the number470

of possible edges at the Glayer and G′
next respectively; d is the depth of the

hierarchy H; and c is the time-complexity of the classifier function h(xi,Θ).

The graph pruning algorithm (Algorithm 2), which is a part of Algorithm 1,

has time complexity O(m′ logm′ +m′). For most academic domains, the values

of l, m, m′, and d are limited; the time-complexity of the algorithm is dependent475

on the time-complexity c of the underlying classifier. Therefore, the algorithm

is reasonably efficient.
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Algorithm 1: generateHierarchy(Glayer)

Require: Glayer, H, L, and h.

Ensure: H, hierarchy to be learned.

1 Initialise Gnext ← ∅;

2 if Glayer is the root layer then

3 Add root to H;

4 for each cand in L do

5 context ← root ;

6 Ii ← <cand, root, context>;

7 xi ← f(Ii) = [f1(Ii), f2(Ii), ..., f14(Ii)];

8 Predict subsumption relation using h(xi,Θ);

9 if subsumption relation holds then

10 Gnext ← Gnext ∪ < cand, root >;

11 Remove cand from L;

12 end

13 end

14 else

15 for each edge < concept, context > in Glayer do

16 Lsub ← {cand | p(cand|concept, context) > TH, cand ∈ L};

17 for each cand in Lsub do

18 Ii ← <cand, concept, context>;

19 xi ← f(Ii) = [f1(Ii), f2(Ii), ..., f14(Ii)];

20 Predict subsumption relation using h(xi,Θ);

21 if subsumption relation holds then

22 Gnext ← Gnext ∪ < cand, concept >;

23 Remove cand from L;

24 end

25 end

26 end

27 Gnext ← prune(G′
next);

28 end
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29 Add Gnext to H;

30 while not finished do

31 generateHierarchy(Gnext)

Algorithm 2: prune(G′
next)

Require: G′
next

Ensure: Gnext, a pruned graph as a DAG.

1 Initialise Gnext;

2 Sort all edges (E < hypo, hyper >) in G′
next in descendant order by

classification score;

3 for i← 1 to |E| do

4 Retrieve the hypo from Ei;

5 if NOT hasParent(hypo, Gnext) then

6 Gnext ← Gnext ∪ Ei < hypo, hyper >;

7 end

8 end

6. Experiments and evaluation

We conducted experiments using three large-scale, publicly available KBs,

DBpedia, Microsoft Concept Graph (MCG), and ACM Computing Classifica-480

tion System (CCS). The training and testing data were automatically created

by grounding the tag concepts in these KBs. The results were compared to

those produced by the state-of-the-art mechanisms and evaluated using three

strategies: relation-level, ontology-level and knowledge base enrichment based

evaluation. The implementation of the system and experiments are available on485

GitHub7.

7https://github.com/acadTags/tag-relation-learning/
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6.1. Social tagging data processing

We extracted a social tagging dataset from Bibsonomy, a well-known social

bookmarking system for academic publications and Web links, maintained by

the Knowledge and Data Engineering Group at the University of Kassel [5].490

We used the whole dump of the Bibsonomy dataset (version “2015-07-01”),

which can be downloaded after request8. The whole dataset contains 3,794,882

annotations, 868,015 distinct resources and 283,858 distinct tags contributed by

11,103 users, accumulated from 2005 to July 2015.

6.1.1. Data Cleaning495

To create a cleaned folksonomy Fclean, we performed pre-processing includ-

ing: (1) special character handling, for example, tags having colons (:) and

underscores ( ); (2) multi-word and single-word tag extraction, we paid extra

attention to multi-word tags such as “Natural Language Processing” and “So-

cial Semantic Web”. We grouped different forms of multi-word and single-word500

tags and chose a standard form for them (referred to as a tag concept). In this

way, we created tag groups within which tags refer to the same concept; (3) tag

filtering by metrics and languages; for example, we filtered out insignificant tags

and only kept multi-word and single-word tag groups which have been used by

no less than four distinct users. Also we only kept English tags based on the505

automatic detection results obtained using the Google Translation API9. For a

more detailed description of the Data Cleaning steps, see [16]. We also removed

resources that are not academic papers and have less than three tag concepts.

Finally, we obtained a cleaned folksonomy of higher quality, Fclean, with 7,458

tag concepts and 128,782 publications.510

6.1.2. Probabilistic topic analysis from tagging data

Each resource was treated as a “bag of tags”. Probabilistic topic analysis

was performed with LDA and Gibbs Sampling by using the MALLET Machine

8https://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/bibsonomy/dumps/
9https://cloud.google.com/translate/
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Table 3: Example latent topics related to the tag concept “web”

Topic ID Most probable 5 tag concepts

14 web accessibility centre mobility human

17 web mining web mining data mining data web

126 web social social web science web science

247 semantic web web semantic ontology rdf

333 application web web application ajax web interfaces

466 service web service web composition service composition

576 search web web search social search social web

577 web archive crawl alexandria l3s

Learning Library10. The two concentration parameters for the dirichlet distri-

bution were set empirically: topic-word hyperparameter α = 50/|z|; and the515

document-topic hyperparameter β = 0.01. We held out 10% of the data to

optimise the number of topics |z| with minimum perplexity and set |z| as 1000.

We then used this probabilistic representation to extract features for learning.

Table 3 provides an example on the learned topics, each of which is repre-

sented as a probabilistic distribution of tags. Only the five tag concepts with the520

highest probabilities in the distribution p(C|z) are shown. It can be seen that

collectively the tag concepts provide an intuitive definition on the meanings of

the hidden topics. From a different perspective, probabilistic topic modelling is

also an effective dimensionality reduction technique which transforms the origi-

nal resource representation from a “bag of tags” to a vector of latent topics in a525

lower semantic space. A tag concept may relate to multiple topics, for example,

the tag “web” is related to topics 14 (human accessibility), 17 (data mining),

126 (social Web) and 247 (semantic Web), 333 (Web applications), 466 (Web

service), 576 (Web search), 577 (Web archiving and crawling). Tag concepts

such as “web” contribute to multiple topics and are potentially general concept-530

s. Then, we represent each tag as a distribution of the topics from p(C|z) and

p(z), according to the Equations 1-3.

10http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/
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6.2. Labelled dataset creation

To learn subsumption relations, we need to generate labelled training and

testing data. Selected tag pairs from the Bibsonomy dataset were automatically535

grounded to those in KBs and then labelled as either positive (subsumption) or

negative.

6.2.1. Tag grounding

Three external KBs were leveraged: (1) DBpedia contains structured in-

formation of Wikipedia, described in RDF (Resource Description Framework).540

We used the DBpedia “2015-10” version11, to be consistent with the Bibsonomy

dataset (2015 version). According to the ontological structure of DBpedia12, we

extracted concepts with subsumption relations using the skos:broader predicate

and we used the dbo:wikiPageRedirects predicate to extract equivalent concept-

s to increase the recall of string matching; (2) Microsoft Concept Graph545

(MCG)13 is a data-driven KB mined from billions of Web pages, released in

September 2016, consisting of 85 million “is-a” relations and 18 million con-

cepts. Each “is-a” relation is associated with a strength value. We selected the

strength no less than 5, which resulted in 2.8 million relations; and (3) ACM

Computing Classification System (CCS) version 201214 is an academic550

classification system that has been used to organise and retrieve publications by

subjects in the ACM Digital Library. From the RDF version of CCS, we treated

skos:broader relations as subsumption relations and skos:altLabel as equivalent

relations.

Table 4 provides some statistics concerning the overlapping between external555

KBs and Bibsonomy. DBpedia had 2,191 common concepts with Bibsonomy and

CCS had 691. The number is not excessive, suggesting that social tags can be

11http://downloads.dbpedia.org/2015-10/
12For an example see the DBpedia Category, Machine Learning, http://dbpedia.org/page/

Category:Machine_learning.
13https://concept.research.microsoft.com/Home/Download
14https://www.acm.org/publications/class-2012
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Table 4: Statistics of the external knowledge bases and the Bibsonomy folksonomy

Concepts
Subsumption

relations

Concept overlap

with Bibsonomy
Release Date

DBpedia 1,316,674 2,706,685 2,191 2015-10

MCG 1,483,135 2,844,951 6,030 2016-09

CCS 9,060 2,390 691 2012 (latest version)

Bibsonomy 7,458 - - 2015-07

potentially used to enrich human-engineered KBs. The number of overlapped

concepts between MCG and Bibsonomy is 6,030, suggesting that there is still

room to enrich the KB even though MCG is created from billions of Web pages.560

6.2.2. Instance labelling with knowledge bases

We extend the instance labelling method in [14] to generate training and

testing data in full domains from all three KBs. For each KB, we created directed

pairs of the overlapped tags concepts < Ca, Cb >, and labelled them. We used

simple string matching, based on Levenshtein distance, to map a cleaned tag565

to a concept in the external KB. Then, a tag pair instance can be labelled as

positive if there is an asserted, direct subsumption relation between the two tags

in the external KB, and the probabilistic association between them, p(Ca|Cb) >

TH, computed using Equation 9. This is to ensure the labelled instances are

consistent with both the external KBs and Bibsonomy dataset. We created the570

negative instances by using the following methods: (i) reversed negative, for

each positive pair < Ca, Cb >, we created a negative pair < Cb, Ca >; and (ii)

random negative, if both randomly generated tag concepts appear in one of the

KBs, but a subsumption relation between them cannot be found in any of the

three KBs, then we label the instance as negative. We also extracted the context575

tags for these instances to facilitate probabilistic association analysis. Finally,

we obtained 4,965 positive instances and 9,570 negative instances (including

4,785 reversed negative instances and 4,785 random negative instances). In

total there are 14,535 instances and the ratio of positive to negative instances

is around 1 : 1.93.580
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It should be noted that the instance labelling process is based on the as-

sumption that all relations in KBs are correct. In reality, the positive instances

may suffer the quality issues of the KBs, due to the nature of the collaborative-

ly generated data. Similarly, the random negative instances, according to the

open-world assumption, may not necessarily be negative if they are not con-585

tained in any of the KBs. Nevertheless, the quality of these KBs is improving

over time with the efforts of millions of individuals.

6.3. Classification settings

Using the data created above, we generated features for each instance with

the method proposed in Section 4 and fed them into different classifiers. We590

held out 20% of all instances for testing and used the remaining 80% for train-

ing. 10-fold cross-validation was used to tune the parameters and validate the

generalisation of the trained models. We used the standard precision, recall and

F -measure to evaluate the performance of the classifiers.

To test the effectiveness of the methods, we adopted four popular classifi-595

cation algorithms, namely, Support Vector Machine (SVM), AdaBoost, Logis-

tic Regression and the CART algorithm (Classification And Regression Trees).

Support Vector Machine (SVM) searches for a hyperplane which separates two

classes with the maximum margin. We used the radial basis function (RBF)

kernel which outperformed others kernels in our experiments. AdaBoost is a600

typical boosting algorithm for ensemble learning, which provides a structure to

improve performance by aggregating the prediction of multiple weak classifiers.

We used decision trees as weak classifiers to train Adaboost. Logistic Regres-

sion is a generalised regression model for categorical values adapted from linear

regression. CART is a decision tree learning algorithm that searches for a hier-605

archical structure to classify data. As each of the classification algorithms has

its own characteristics and constraints [44], the evaluation was based on results

from a group of classifiers, instead of any single classifier.
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We used the LibSVM 3.2215 [10] Matlab version for SVM training. The

RBF kernel with grid-search was adopted to tune the two parameters c and γ610

to optimise the F1 score, as suggested in [28]. The remaining three algorithms

(CART, Logistic Regression and AdaBoost) were implemented in the Classifica-

tion Learner App16 in Matlab. We set the number of weaker learners as 30 and

each of them used the same settings as the CART algorithm, and a shrinkage

learning rate was set to 0.1 to prevent overfitting. All algorithms were validated615

using 10-fold cross-validation.

6.4. Evaluation

Three strategies were used for the evaluation: (i) relation-level evaluation

using the testing set; (ii) ontology-level evaluation using external KBs as the

gold standard; and (iii) knowledge base enrichment based evaluation through620

human assessment. The results allowed us to see to what extent social media

data can be exploited to enrich existing KBs.

6.4.1. Relation-level evaluation

We compared the performance of the proposed method to several represen-

tative studies as explained in the following. The feature set proposed in this625

work is denoted as FSall, which consists of features related to topic similar-

ity (FStopicSim), topic distribution (FStopicDist) and probabilistic association

(FSprobAsso) (see the whole three feature sets in Table 2).

1. Binary classification using co-occurrence related features [40]: Combining

several heuristics as features in previous studies, i.e., support and confi-630

dence [41], cosine similarity of tag-tag vector [29, p. 56-p. 59], set inclusion

and generalisation degrees [35], mutual overlapping [9] and graph-based

taxonomy search [26]. In total there are 8 features and the feature set is

denoted as FSco.

15https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm/
16https://cn.mathworks.com/help/stats/classification-learner-app.html
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2. The method in [47] based on Information Theory Principle for Concep-635

t Relationship: This proposed two conditions to measure the degree of

subsumption between two concepts. The first condition is the similarity

condition, measuring the similarity between two concepts; the second con-

dition is the divergence difference condition, which calculates the difference

between the Kullback-Leibler divergence of two tag concepts. This is gen-640

erally equivalent to the topic similarity based feature set in our method.

It contains 4 features, denoted as FStopicSim.

3. The topic distribution related features, FStopicDist: To allow performance

comparison with using only the topic distribution.

4. The probabilistic association features, FSprobAsso: To allow performance645

comparison with using only the probabilistic association.

5. Combining both the co-occurrence related features [40] and the feature sets

proposed in this study: To determine if the performance of the proposed

method can be further improved by combining the co-occurrence based

features. In total there are 22 features, denoted as FSall+FSco.650

The results are presented in Table 5. In general, using the feature sets FSall

achieved higher F1 scores with a large margin than using any others, and the

best ranking (ranked first with SVM and Adaboost and second with LR and

CART). The performance was stable and consistent with different classification

techniques, showing the robustness of the proposed feature set in characteris-655

ing subsumption relations. Co-occurrence based features (FSco), which have

achieved impressive results for supervised learning, as reported in the study p-

resented in [40], did not perform well for the relation learning problem with our

large labelled dataset in the academic domain. F1 scores obtained using the

co-occurrence based features (FSco) [40] were much lower compared to FSall660

(absolutely lower by 6.86% with SVM and by 18.13% with AdaBoost). Adding

them to the proposed features sets (FSall+FSco) did not improve performance.

We also compared the proposed method to our previous work in [47], which

applied probabilistic topic analysis on a collection of scientific publication ab-
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Table 5: Classification testing results with comparison among feature sets

Feature set Classifier Recall Precision F1 Score

Full features in our approach, FSall

SVM RBF (210.5,24.5) 51.56% (1) 52.95% (3) 52.25% (1)

AdaBoost 50.15% (1) 63.52% (3) 56.05% (1)

LR 34.04% (2) 65.00% (2) 44.68% (2)

CART 45.02% (3) 62.87% (2) 52.46% (2)

Rêgo et al. [40]

(co-occurrence related features FSco,

including [41, 29, 35, 9, 26])

SVM RBF (210,27) 36.96% (5) 58.81% (2) 45.39% (4)

AdaBoost 27.49% (4) 61.07% (4) 37.92% (4)

LR 19.64% (3) 56.20% (4) 29.10% (3)

CART 27.19% (4) 58.95% (4) 37.22% (4)

Wang et al. [47]

(based on FStopicSim)

SVM RBF (210.5,29) 46.02% (3) 47.02% (5) 46.51% (3)

AdaBoost 17.52% (5) 59.59% (5) 27.08% (5)

LR 15.01% (4) 54.78% (6) 23.56% (4)

CART 11.78% (5) 66.10% (1) 20.00% (5)

Topic distribution, FStopicDist

SVM RBF (210,211) 40.28% (4) 46.14% (6) 43.01% (5)

AdaBoost 11.48% (6) 59.07% (6) 19.22% (6)

LR 10.27% (6) 55.14% (5) 17.32% (6)

CART 3.02% (6) 47.62% (6) 5.68% (6)

Probabilistic association, FSprobAsso

SVM RBF (212,28.5) 27.80% (6) 60.53% (1) 38.10% (6)

AdaBoost 44.51% (3) 63.60% (2) 52.37% (3)

LR 14.20% (5) 68.12% (1) 23.50% (5)

CART 53.07% (1) 60.09% (3) 56.36% (1)

Combining full features

with co-occurrence features in [40],

FSall+FSco

SVM RBF (29.5,24) 49.25% (2) 52.41% (4) 50.78% (2)

AdaBoost 46.32% (2) 65.25% (1) 54.18% (2)

LR 36.56% (1) 62.69% (3) 46.18% (1)

CART 46.73% (2) 57.35% (5) 51.50% (3)

The values (2a,2b) after SVM RBF are the parameters c and γ tuned to optimise F1 score. The highest

F1 Score for each feature set is bolded. The number in brackets shows ranking of the feature set under the

same classifier.

stracts and then detected subsumption relations with the Information Theory665

Principle for Concept Relationship. It is comparable to the supervised learning

method only using the topic similarity features (FStopicDist). The proposed

feature set (FSall) performed generally better in terms of all metrics (in terms

of F1, an absolute increase by 5.74% with SVM and by 28.97% with AdaBoost).

One of the main reasons is that the dataset used in [47] contains texts and rich670

contextual information, which is not the case for social tagging data.

When using single feature sets we found that the proposed probabilistic asso-

ciation features (FSprobAsso) generated higher precision (overall best ranking),

while the recall was lower than others. In most classifier settings, the best F1
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score was achieved by using the full feature sets FSall. This confirms the hy-675

pothesis that we can better characterise subsumption relations through all the

feature sets founded on the three assumptions. We noticed that the classifica-

tion with FSprobAsso and CART obtained a slightly higher F1 score (+0.3%)

than FSall and Adaboost (56.34% vs. 56.05%), with the former having higher

recall (+2.92%) but lower precision (-3.43%). The performance with CART680

was, however, not consistent with other classifiers and the overall ranking of the

FSprobAsso was worse than FSall. This is probably because the individual fea-

tures in FSprobAsso can better satisfy the impurity criteria and are suitable for

the rectilinear decision boundaries of the CART algorithm [44, p. 143-p. 147],

while the other features which have strong interactions among them, especial-685

ly those in FStopicDist (only 5.68% F1 with CART but 43.01% with SVM),

are more suitable for models with nonlinear boundaries and better generalisa-

tion capabilities. SVM and AdaBoost performed generally better than Logistic

Regression (LR) and CART within each feature set. It is also noticed that,

compared to the other 3 classifiers, training the SVM models with grid search690

to find the best parameters is computationally expensive, e.g., with best c values

varying from 29.5 to 212 and γ values from 24 to 211 as shown in Table 5.

6.4.2. Ontology-level evaluation

The ontology-level evaluation was designed to measure the quality of the

hierarchies or ontologies derived using the hierarchy generation algorithm. We695

used a reference-based strategy adopted from the study in [42]. The prerequisite

of this strategy is the existence of a “gold-standard” ontology to be compared

against. The quality of the learned hierarchies is thus measured as the similarity

to the “gold standard”. To ensure the reproducibility of the evaluation, we

chose the popular KBs, DBpedia and CCS as the “gold standard” and aimed to700

test the capabilities of classifiers and the algorithm for generating hierarchies,

although we are aware of the fact that both KBs are not perfect and the CCS

has been relatively static (last updated 7 years ago at the time of reporting

this work). The data-driven knowledge base MCG is not chosen as a “gold
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standard”, because the transitivity of subsumption relations in MCG (which is705

an acyclic graph and suffers from semantic drift) is low [32].

We adopted the standard metrics for reference-based evaluation, taxonom-

ic precision (TP), taxonomic recall (TR), taxonomic F -measure (TF) [12] and

taxonomic overlapping (TO) [34], also applied in [42]. The idea is to find a

common concept Cc between a learned hierarchy L and a referenced hierarchy710

G, and to generate a characteristic extract from each of them, ce(Cc, L) and

ce(Cc, G). The partial similarity of the two extracts regarding the common con-

cept Cc is then calculated. The local taxonomic precision and recall regarding

the common concept Cc can be calculated using Equations 13 and 14.

tp(Cc, L,G) =
|ce(Cc, L) ∩ ce(Cc, G)|

|ce(Cc, L)|
(13)

tr(Cc, L,G) =
|ce(Cc, L) ∩ ce(Cc, G)|

|ce(Cc, G)|
(14)

The global taxonomic precision TP (L,G) and recall TR(L,G) are computed715

by averaging all local tp and tr with respect to all common concepts. The

taxonomic F-measure is the harmonic mean of both taxonomic precision and

recall.

Taxonomic overlapping is symmetric and can be used independently. The

local version is defined as follows and the global version TO(L,G) is computed720

by averaging all the local ones.

toce(c, L,G) =
|ce(c, L,G) ∩ ce(c,G, L)|
|ce(c, L,G)| ∪ ce(c,G, L)|

(15)

We used several domains for ontology-level evaluation. For DBpedia, con-

cepts matched to those within the top 5 layers under the categories “Areas of computer science”

and “Information science” were selected (the domain is denoted as “CS/IS”).

For the domains of “Education” and “Economics”, concepts within the top 3725

layers were selected. For CCS, all tag concepts matched to the uppermost 2, 3

or 4 layers were selected. We finally obtained 217 tag concepts in CS/IS, 226

in Education and 152 in Economics in DBpedia, and 43, 113, 133 tag concepts
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Figure 2: Results of ontology-level evaluation. The figures show the TF and TO values com-

puted with the learned hierarchies from Bibsonomy and the “gold standard” (DBpedia and

CCS). Three domains were selected for DBpedia, Computer Science/Information Science, Ed-

ucation and Economics; and three sub-hierarchies uppermost 2, 3 and 4 layers were tested for

CCS. SVM or AdaBoost (denoted as “Ada”) were used for classification. The x-axis repre-

sents methods with different feature sets and the y-axis represents the similarity in percentage.

Higher TF and TO values indicate greater similarity to the gold-standard.

matched to the uppermost 2, 3, 4 layers of CCS, respectively. For each tag con-

cept in the selected domain, we generated a sub-hierarchy using the hierarchy730

generation algorithm and calculated TP, TR, TF and TO (averaged results over

the sub-hierarchies for each domain are reported in Figure 2). We believe this

novel evaluation process on multiple hierarchies is more rational than on only

one global hierarchy against the KBs. The latter approach may be biased as it

does not test the similarity of the branches between two hierarchies [42].735

Figure 2 shows the results obtained with different combinations of KBs, fea-

tures sets and classifiers. The results demonstrate satisfying description ability

of the proposed feature sets with the hierarchy generation algorithm, with gen-

erally better and more consistent results compare to other feature sets. The

TF and TO values are also consistent with those reported in the previous study740

[6]. In all three domains of DBpedia, the TF and TO scores generated with

the proposed features FSall were generally higher than those generated with
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other features sets based on co-occurrence, topic similarity, topic distribution

and probabilistic association. There were few exceptions, however, their per-

formance was highly inconsistent between classifiers, e.g. the topic similarity745

features FStopicSim had higher TF than FSall for CS/IS using SVM, but much

lower TF using Adaboost. For CCS with only 2 uppermost layers, the highest

TF and TO scores were obtained with the co-occurrence based features, but the

proposed feature set performed generally better with concepts matched to 3 and

4 uppermost layers. This shows the advantage of the proposed feature set on750

generating hierarchies with more specific concepts than the co-occurrence based

features. Furthermore, results of the proposed feature set with CCS were also

consistent between classifiers. Similar to the results in the relation-level eval-

uation, the performance of using only the topic similarity or topic distribution

based features varied significantly with different classification techniques in all755

settings.

6.4.3. Knowledge base enrichment based evaluation

One particularly interesting part of this research is to discover previous-

ly unseen knowledge or emerging semantics from social tagging data. The

enrichment-based evaluation is to assess to what extent the method can en-760

rich external KBs with new and meaningful concepts and relations. For this

purpose domain experts were used for manual assessment.

We selected a number of concepts from DBpedia and CCS and used the

trained classification models to predict their direct hyponyms. Then we identi-

fied new hyponyms which do not appear in the “gold-standard” KBs and let the765

human experts make judgement about their validity. A large number of direct

subsumption relations was generated and around 99% of them were not present

in the KBs. In total, there were 3,846 distinct new relations for DBpedia, and

1,302 for CCS.

As the number of enriched relations is large, we only selected a subset (298770

out of 5,148) for manual assessment. Thirteen domain experts, including four

academic staff members and nine senior PhD candidates, from universities in
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the UK and the US, participated in the evaluation. They work in different areas

of computer or information sciences. In the evaluation sheet, we asked them to

mark the predicted relations with one of the four options: (1) subsumption:775

Ca is a narrower concept of Cb given Cr; (2) Semantically related: Ca is not a

narrower concept of Cb, but they are highly related; (3) Unrelated; and (4) Not

sure.

Using the proposed method with SVM and AdaBoost, we generated two

sets of subsumption relations for DBpedia and CCS respectively. We merged780

the results in the evaluation sheet and ended up with 298 distinct relations after

filtering out those with low confidence scores. The multi-rater Fless Kappa [19]

was 0.15 and free-marginal kappa [39] was 0.22 among the domain experts,

showing a “slight” agreement. This is also consistent with the results reported

in previous studies, e.g., Fless Kappa 0.137 in [22] and free-marginal kappa785

0.139 in [43]. This “slight” agreement is because that the learned relations and

concepts concern very specific sub-areas and rare topics, thus some of them

(especially abbreviations) may not be familiar to all participants.

Among the 3,874 ratings (298 × 13) presented to the judges, 1,489 of them

(38.44%) were marked as “subsumption”, and 1,131 (29.20%) were “related”.790

We further compared the enrichment accuracy in terms of KBs. The ground

truth was determined by assuming no less than a certain number of votes were

for “subsumption” and the accuracy was computed with respect to the ground

truth. As shown in Figure 3, the x-axis represents settings for the classifiers

and KBs, and the y-axis represents the accuracy of the enriched relations. If we795

define a predicted relation as a true subsumption when at least five domain ex-

perts have the agreement, then the overall accuracy of the enriched relations was

53.36%. The accuracy increased to 66.44% and 74.50% if we only need agree-

ment from four and three domain experts respectively; the accuracy decreased

to 28.52% when we need agreement from seven of them. Higher accuracy was800

seen in most cases when enriching CCS than DBpedia. The reason might be

that the selected concepts in CCS are more general and the hierarchy is more

shallow than those of DBpedia. Therefore, there is much room for new relations
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Figure 3: Results on knowledge base enrichment based evaluation

and concepts in CCS. The results clearly show that the proposed method can

help discover meaningful knowledge from noisy tagging data17.805

7. Conclusion and future work

Harvesting the “collective intelligence” from social media data has been a

promising direction for knowledge discovery. Along this line we show a method

for enriching KBs with academic tagging data. The novelty of the method lies in

the supervised learning framework with training data automatically extracted810

through probabilistic association analysis. We also carried out a comprehensive

evaluation towards the quality of the discovery knowledge using three different

strategies: relation-level evaluation, ontology-level evaluation and enrichment-

based manual evaluation. To our best knowledge, this is one of the most compre-

hensive evaluation studies using large, publicly available, datasets and knowl-815

edge bases, especially for knowledge base enrichment. We recognised the fact

that social tagging data is extremely noisy and of low quality and did not ex-

pect that all the learned knowledge would be meaningful and useful. This is

17The evaluation sheet and the ratings from the domain experts are available on https:

//github.com/acadTags/tag-relation-learning
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confirmed by the evaluation results, while the discovered new knowledge can be

used to enrich KBs, it needs scrutiny of domain experts.820

With the recent rise of deep learning for language processing, one of the aims

of future work is to apply deep learning models to improve the quality of the dis-

covered knowledge. For example, it is possible to combine or align probabilistic

topic representations with deep distributional representations of tags. Another

area for future work is to adapt the current supervised learning method to an825

online learning framework in order to build evolving knowledge structures. In

this way, the learned hierarchy can update itself with the availability of new

tagging data taking into consideration temporal factors. The design would also

help capture emerging semantics more timely.
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